Life on Naskegaard 1655-1769
114 years our family ran Number 31 freehold farm Ibsker - Naskegaard
Sources: Parish registers, court orders of deceased persons, and court rolls for tax to the Swedish king in 1658, 1662 and
1689 and List of charges for the acquisition of property in Bornholm
The tracks of some of the sources are found in other genealogists
The numbering in front of person names are reference numbers in my family tree.

Prelude to our story on Naskegaard
In 1645 came a Royal regulation to lead the church books. So it is only after this year, we can find information about our
ancestors in church records. In Ibsker we only have Internet connection to the church record from 1687.
In the period 1653-54 there were on the island a severe plague epidemic - "The Great Death ". 5,000 of the island's
13,000 inhabitants died. Many farms came into desert. Fortunately survived the pawn on Naskegaard F530-Niels Jensen
(before 1640 - ca. 1664), his for us unknown wife and their son F105-Morten Nielsen (1645-1685), otherwise none of us who
would be alive today.
Denmark had been through a tough war with the Swedes in previous years. With peace in Roskilde February 26, 1658 we
lost Skaane, Halland, Blekinge, Baahuslen and Troendelag and Bornholm to the Swedes. Swede Johan Printzenskiöld was
installed as governor and took Hammershus. After this loss Kong Frederik 3 bricked the windows of Kronborg against
Oeresund. He could not bear to see the lost land. The Danish windows facing Skaane has been bricked up ever since. The
Danes turned his back to Skaane, Halland and Blekinge - forever.
But already in 1659 Bornholm was given back to the Danish king after an uprising on the island. It was the Bornholmers
themselves who made sure that Bornholm again became part of Denmark.

The first people at Naskegaard
In 1655 F531-Jens Mortensen (før 1635 – ca.1656) bought 31. Sg. Ibsker, Naskegaard, according to list of charges for the
acquisition of property in Bornholm. It is the earliest time I until now could find information about persons on Naskegaard
In 1658 the authorities draw up a “court roll" (a list) of who drives the individual farms on the island. It was intended to
collect taxes to the Swedish king Karl 10 Gustav.
It is in this list, we first sees that F530-Niels Jensen (before 1640 - ca.1664) has Naskegaard.
In 1660 happens dramatic things at Hammer. The national traitor Corfitz Jakobsen Ulfeldt and his wife, King Christian 4’s
daughter, Leonora Christine Christiansdatter Gyldenloeve, gets caught and imprisoned in the Mantel Tower on
Hammershus. After an escape from Hammershus where they were captured by the residents of Sandvig, they were put
in the Blue Tower in Copenhagen, one on each floor.
According to the “court roll" from 1662 the family Niels Jensen is still living at Naskegaard.
Approximately 1664 F105-Morten Nielsen (1645-1685) was married to an unknown woman and probably takes over
Naskegaard after his father Niels Jensen at this time. Morten Nielsen and his for us unknown wife get a son Henrich in in
1665.
I cannot prove the time Morten Nielsen took over Naskegaard. I suspect that Morten Nielsen has had the farm before he in 1681 got
married to Karen Hansdaughter, because his son with her - Hans Mortensen - took over the farm when his mother Karen
Hansdaughter died, though she had several sons with her second husband Jep Nielsen. This succession leads me to believe that
Morten Nielsen has had the farm for some time before he got married to Karen Hansdaughter. From another genealogy it is reported

that Morten Nielsen had a son Henrich, who was supposed to be born in the period 1662-1665. If this is correct it confirms that
Morten Nielsen has been married previously and probably taken over the farm when this first marriage was concluded. This I choose
to believe.

14.5 km away lives another Niels Jensen - F97-Niels Jensen (1631-1690) - at Gastegaard in Ostermarie with his wife M97Margrethe Pedersdatter (1635-1690).
They had six children - perhaps three sets of twins - Anne and Kirstine was born in 1654 in the middle of the plague, Jens
and Jorgen in 1657 and our ancestor F95-Jep Nielsen (1665-1711) and Rasmus in 1665.
I've toyed with the idea that Niels Jensen from Naskegaard in 1664 had moved to Gastegaard, which might have been deserted by
the plague in 1654, and left Naskegaard to his son Morten Nielsen at his conclusion of his first marriage. But - if that were the case,
would Morten Nielsen (b.1645) have been the brother of Jep Nielsen (b.1665). But it cannot be correct if we have the fairly accurate
birth of Niels Jensen Gastegaard (b.1631) and his wife Margrethe Pedersdatter (b.1635)

In 1676 declared King Christian 5 (king 1670-1699) war against Sweden because the Swedes terrorized the population of
Skaane. The people of Skaane did on that occasion armed rebellion against the Swedish occupation. When the Danes
found out that they could not win they retreated with scorched earth tactics. Many cities, estates, farms and fields were
burned by the Danes in this retreat. The rebels were captured by the Swedes. They got a pointed stick shoved up their
asses, along with the backbone, and out again at the neck. They were set up as horror example along the road between
Ystad and Malmo. One died after approx. a week mostly because of thirst.
All of this means that these families - Morten Nielsen Naskegaard in Ibsker and Niels Jensen Gastegaard in Ostermarie probably had been told by visiting fleeing Skaane. It must have shaken them.

The second and third known family of Naskegaard
In 1681, F105-Morten Nielsen (1645-1685), which presumably operates Naskegaard at this time, gets married to his second
wife M95/M105-Karen Hansdatter (1661-1711). Later she will prove to be a very important person in our family. They get
their son F96-Hans Mortensen (1682-1759) in 1682.
In 1685 Morten Nielsen dies at Naskegaard. His widow Karen Hansdatter gets married the same year or the year after
with F95-Jep Nielsen (1665-1711), who is the youngest son of Niels Jensen Gastegaard. Now it was Jep Nielsen and Karen
Hansdatter who had Naskegaard.
In 1687 gets Jep Nielsen and his wife Karen Hansdatter their first child - a son F94-Jens Ibsen (1687-1760).
In 1689 Jep Nielsen had Naskegaard. It can be seen in the “court roll" for Ibsker parish 1689.
As previously mentioned Jep Nielsen's father Niels Jensen and his wife Margrethe Pedersdatter was living at Gastegaard
in Ostermarie. It can be seen in the court roll for Ostermarie parish 1689. They both died at Gastegaard in 1690
In 1690 Jep Nielsen and Karen Hansdatter's baptized their second son Morten in Ibsker Church.
In 1695 they got their daughter Margaret, in 1701 their daughter Anne, and in 1706 their daughter Johanna. All five
children were born at Naskegaard.
In February 1711 Karen Hansdatter dies almost 50 years old. Already in April the same year her husband Jep Nielsen dies
- after church book memo 56 years old. Both die at Naskegaard.

Fourth and fifth -known family of Naskegaard
In a court order in 1711 Karen Hansdatter’s son the 31 year old bachelor F96-Hans Mortensen (1682-1759) takes over
Naskegaard. He was the youngest son of the marriage between Karen and her first husband Morten Nielsen. His older
brother Henrich lived probably at this time in Ostermarie.

Her sons with her second husband Jep Nielsen did not came into consideration in the court order after Karen
Hansdatter's death.
Two years later Hans Mortensen gets married to M96-Anne Andersdatter (1683-1747) in 1713.
Hans Mortensen was born, raised and has lived all his previous life at Naskegaard while his stepfather Jep Nielsen was
responsible for the farm's operation.
Hans Mortensen and Anne Andersdatter get five children: M94-Karen Hansdatter (1714-1760) in 1714, Anne in 1718,
Kirstine in 1722, Elsebeth in 1724, and Morten Hansen in 1726.
Anne Andersdatter dies in 1747. Hans Mortensen gets buried January 3, 1759 in the age of 78 year.
In 1734, F94-Jens Ibsen (1687-1760) gets married to his half-brothers - Hans Mortensen's - eldest daughter M94 -Karen
Hansdatter (1714-1760). I think Jens Ibsen takes over Naskegaard at this time. At this time Hans Mortensen is 52 years
old. His son Morten was only 8 years old. When the youngest son could not take over the farm, the eldest daughter did.
Jens Ibsen and Karen Hansdatter got 4 children: F8-Jep Jensen (1735-1783) in 1735, Anders Jensen (1743-1826) in 1743,
Johanne in 1747 and Karen in 1752.
In 1744 the Danish king sold some properties on Bornholm at an auction. Above the list Jep Jensen bought 16. vg. Ibsker,
Vornedegaard which was placed up to the area of Naskegaard.
Jens Ibsen had already the 21th of May1755 taken over Naskegaard, according to list of charges for the acquisition of property
in Bornholm.

Jens Ibsen dies probably in 1760. In the same year his eldest son Jep Jensen gets married to M8-Gertrud Christensen
Gregersdatter (1738-1803) and probably takes care of Naskegaard until his younger brother 17-year- old Anders Jensen is
old enough to take it over. Jep and Gertrud get five children: F4-Hans Peter Ibsen (1768-1823) in 1768, Karen Kirstine in
1771, Anne Margrethe in 1773, Dorthe Kirstine in 1777, and Gertrud in 1782.
All children were born in Ibsker - probably at Naskegaard.
Jep Jensen died in 1783. It is seen by others genealogy that he dies on 3. Sg. Ibsker Baekkegaard. But I think he died at
Naskegaard, and the widow Gertrud Christensen Gregersdatter together with her five children aged 1-15 years moved to
Baekkegaard when she married her second husband Lars Pedersen shortly after Jep’s death. Lars Pedersen's father Peter
Willumsen lived in an outbuilding on Naskegaard’s land. Lars was therefore well known by the widow Gertrud
Christensen Gregersdatter.
In another genealogy it is told that F4-Hans Peter Ibsen’s (1768-1823) mother - M8-Gertrud Christensen Gregersdatter (17381803) - had royal blood in her veins. She should be descended from King Knud 2 the Holy Svendsen of Denmark. I have not
been able to document that story. But - who knows - maybe it comes in one of my upcoming stories.

Little brother continues the family honor at Naskegaard
In 1769 Jens Ibsen's youngest son the 26 year old Anders Jensen (1743-1826) by marriage to Gertrud Lauritzdatter
(Larsdatter) takes over Naskegaard. He pays the tax for buying Naskegaard the 16th of October 1769, according to list of
charges for the acquisition of property in Bornholm.

He gets - as many of the former owners of Naskegaard – later the nickname "Nash". He lives on the farm until his death
in 1826, 83 years old. He is probably the one who has appointed the standing stone "Nasken" in Paradise Hills as his
tombstone. Why he never got the tombstone, I do not know.
In this way, Naskegård disappeared from our family history, as we derive from Anders Jensen's older brother Jep
Jensen.

At the census in 1787 no one of our family lives at Naskegaard - only Anders Jensen Nash, his wife and their children.
F8-Jep Jensen (1735-1783) was already dead. His wife M8-Gjertrud Christensdatter (1738-1803) lived at this time with her
third husband Ole Nielsen and her five children - including her 19 year old son F4-Hans Peter Ibsen (1768-1823) on 2. Sg.
Ibsker, Baekkegaard - but that's another story.

My next story will be “The three Sisters at Kuregaard”
In 1770 exclaims a violent epidemic of smallpox on the island.
In 1771 Johan Friedrich Struensee make a regulation that forces all of the duchies (NSW) to wear solid family names, but
he is executed before it is rolled out across the country, and the plans get dropped.
In 1783, lays down in legislation King Christian 7 Frederiksen Oldenburg (king 1766-1808) the special Bornholm
succession “in force from time immemorial". The inheritance rules meant that it was the youngest son "the farm drøntinj", who inherited the farm. If there was no son it was the eldest daughter who inherited the farm.
This is clearly seen in the history of Naskegaard in the period 1658-1769.
In 1788 repealed adscript in the rest of Denmark and an epoch in the history of Denmark was over.

Farmer list for Naskegaard 1655 - 1769 - Numbers in front of people are my reference numbers
1655 - before 1658 : F531-Jens Mortensen (før 1635 – ca. 1656) - Wife unknown
Before 1658 - 1664: F530-Niels Jensen (before 1640 - ca.1664) - Wife unknown
1664 - 1685: F105-Morten Nielsen (1645-1685) - Wife M95/M105-Karen Hansdatter (1661-1711)
1685 - 1711: F95-Jep Nielsen (1665-1711)
- Wife M95/M105-Karen Hansdatter (1661-1711)
1711 - 1734: F96-Hans Mortensen (1682-1759) - Wife M96-Anne Andersdatter (1683-1747)
1734 - 1760: F94-Jens Ibsen (1687-1760)
- Wife M94-Karen Hansdatter (1714-1760)
1760 - 1769: F8-Jep Jensen (1735-1783)
- Wife M8-Gertrud Christensen Gregersdatter (1738-1803)
1769 - 1826: Anders Jensen (1743-1826)

